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This paper presents the design of a re on gurable Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) ontroller for the Boeing
747-100/200 longitudinal axis in the Up-and-Away ight
regime. The ontrol obje tives are to obtain de oupled
ight-path angle and velo ity ommand tra king and
a hieve good disturban e reje tion hara teristi s during normal operation and in the presen e of an elevator
fault.
The LPV ontroller is synthesized using a quasi-LPV
model of the air raft longitudinal axis based on the Jaobian Linearization approa h. The ontroller s hedules
on three parameters: ight altitude and velo ity, whi h
are available as measurements, and a fault identi ation
signal generated by a fault dete tion and isolation (FDI)
algorithm. During normal ight operations, the LPV
ontroller uses the elevators and thrust for ight maneuvers. The stabilizer is used to trim the air raft. Two
elevator fault s enarios are ontemplated | lo k and
oat. The proposed ontrol strategy is to use the stabilizer (normally used for trim purposes only) as the alternative longitudinal ontrol surfa e. Simulation results
with elevator faults present show that the re on gured
ontroller stabilizes the faulted system at the expense of
a fa tor of a designed one-third redu tion in the tra king responsiveness of the longitudinal axis and has good
disturban e reje tion properties.

the past few years.2{5 One approa h to design re on gurable ight ontrol systems is based on a priori knowledge of possible failures; the pre omputed laws are al ulated o -line and stored in the on-board memory, ready
for on-line use whenever needed. The advantage of this
approa h is rapid adaptability, the disadvantage being
extensive prior design usage of large memory spa e. An
alternative approa h is taken for restru turable s hemes
where ight ontrollers are al ulated on-line using adaptation te hniques. The bene t of this approa h is that
the ontrol laws an ater to unforeseen failure s enarios. However, in this ase omputational power ould
be a riti al fa tor, and hen e, stability of the adaptive
ontroller.
This paper presents a re on guration approa h based
on the a priori synthesis of a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) ontroller. The fault signal generated by an
FDI algorithm is formulated as a parameter on whi h
the LPV ontroller is s heduled. The prime advantage
of this approa h is that the synthesis results in a single multivariable ontroller with stability and robustness
guarantees for the losed-loop system.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 presents
a brief introdu tion to LPV systems and ontrol. The
ontrol design obje tives and synthesis are presented in
Se tion 3. In Se tion 4 simulation results are in luded.
Some on lusions are drawn in Se tion 5.

1 Introdu tion

2 LPV System and Control

Fault tolerant ontrol systems are an important area of
resear h in ight ontrols and has be ome more signifi ant for ommer ial aviation after US federal government de laring safety of ommer ial aviation a top priority issue. The national mission to de rease the ommer ial aviation a ident rate by 80% within the next 10
years1 has motivated resear hers to ome up with ontrol
strategies ensuring adequate failure mitigation.
In general, a fault tolerant ight ontrol system is required to perform failure dete tion, identi ation and
a ommodation for sensor and a tuator failures. Fault
tolerant ontrol s hemes an be broadly lassi ed into reon gurable and restru turable approa hes. Numerous
results have been proposed related to both approa hes in

LPV systems are hara terized as linear systems whose
oeÆ ients depend upon time varying parameters. Consider the system
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x_ (t) = A((t)) B ((t)) x(t)
e(t)
C ((t)) D((t)) d(t)

where the parameter (t) 2 P is an a priori unknown
bounded fun tion of time with known bounds, and P is
a set of fun tions that remain in a ompa t real subspa e.
If (t) is onstant, we re over a linear time-invariant
(LTI) system. An ad ho method often used to derive
gain-s heduled ontrol for LPV systems is to design ontrollers for several xed values of  using standard LTI
ontrol design te hniques and ombining the point designs | often with no stability guarantees at intermediate points.
The LPV ontrol design problem is to generate a single ontrol law whi h expli itly depends on the varying
parameters. By guaranteeing that stability and performan e riteria are met for all values of (t) within a

given set of bounds, stability and performan e of the
parameter-varying losed-loop system an be guaranteed.
The LPV ontroller synthesis involves nding an output
feedba k ontroller K () su h that the losed loop system a hieves exponential stability and the L2 norm of d
to e is minimized. The synthesis problem an be posed
as the following optimization
min

X ();Y ()

(1)

subje t to a set of linear, matrix inequalities (LMIs).6, 7
The state-spa e representation of the LPV ontroller K ()
is onstru ted from the solutions X () and Y () of the
LMI optimization problem.

3 Re on gurable LPV Control Design
This se tion presents a re on gurable LPV ontrol design for the Boeing 747-100/200 longitudinal axis whi h
s hedules on a fault signal from FDI module monitoring the health of the elevator a tuator. The LPV ontroller also s hedules on altitude and velo ity to provide
stability and performan e over the Up-and-Away ight
envelope. The ontrol design obje tives are presented in
Se tion 3.1. In Se tion 3.2 an LPV ontroller is synthesized a ross the ight regime assuming no fault in the
elevator a tuator. Se tion 3.3 presents an LPV ontrol
design assuming a full elevator fault and uses stabilizer
as the alternative ontrol surfa e for ight maneuvers.
Se tion 3.4 presents the re on gurable LPV ontrol design.

3.1 Control Design Obje tives
The primary ontrol obje tives are to obtain de oupled
tra king of ight-path angle (FPA) and velo ity over the
entire Up-and-Away ight envelope. The tra king responses should be smooth and with settling times of 20
se and 45 se for ight-path angle and velo ity respe tively, with the elevator surfa e fully fun tional. With
elevator ontrol failure, the ontroller should stabilize the
losed-loop system though with a less responsive ightpath angle tra king response. The settling time for the
faulted FPA response is hosen as 30 se | a one-third
redu tion in tra king responsiveness ompared with the
non-faulted ase. The velo ity tra king obje tive in the
presen e of an elevator fault remains un hanged sin e
velo ity is primarily ontrolled by thrust. In addition to
the tra king obje tives, the ontroller should have good
gust disturban e reje tion properties.
The longitudinal axis quasi-LPV air raft model used for
design has four states:8, 9 pit h rate q (deg/s), longitudinal velo ity V (m/s), angle-of-atta k (deg) and pit h
angle  (deg). The altitude h (m) being a derived state
is not used for ontrol design. There are three ontrol
inputs: elevator de e tion Æe (deg), stabilizer de e tion
Æs (deg) and thrust T (N). The measurements available
are FPA (deg), a eleration V_ (m/s2 =g ), pit h angle
(deg), pit h rate (deg/s) and velo ity (m/s).

The de e tion and rate limits for the elevator are 23
to 17 deg and 37 deg/s respe tively as spe i ed in referen e.10 For the stabilizer the position and rate limits
are 12 to 3 deg and 0:5 deg/s respe tively. A ounting
for the rate limits, the elevator and stabilizer are modeled as simple rst-order transfer fun tions: 37=(s + 37)
and 0:5=(s + 0:5) respe tively. The engine is modeled
as 0:5=(s + 0:5) based on the engine transient hara teristi s provided in referen e.10 The maximum available
thrust and thrust rate are 167,000 N and 83,500 N/s
respe tively.
The Up-and-Away ight envelope is de ned by altitude
and velo ity ranges. The altitude varies from 4000 m to
8500 m. The velo ity varies from 184 m/s to 280 m/s
at 4000 m and 211 m/s to 280 m/s at 8500 m. The two
velo ity ranges de ne the trimmable region for straightlevel ight in the given altitude range. The resulting
ight envelope is trapezoidal in shape as shown in Figure 1. It is desired to synthesize LPV ontrollers for
this ight envelope with altitude and velo ity as s heduling parameters. The LPV synthesis software algorithms
used in this resear h requires a re tangular gridded parameter spa e. Hen e, the trapezoidal region in (h; V )
oordinates is transformed to a re tangular region in
(h; Vs ) using the mapping

Vs = 280

20; 000
(280 V ) for 160 m/s  V 
20; 000 h
280 m/s, 4,000 m  h  8,500 m.

Hereafter, Vs denotes syntheti velo ity. Thus, in Figure
1, point `1' (h = 4; 000 m, V = 184 m/s) is represented
by (h = 4; 000 m, Vs = 160 m/s) in the re tangular
oordinate system.

3.2 LPV Controller for No Elevator Fault (KNF )
The LPV ontrol design for no elevator failure is presented in this se tion. The s heduling parameters hosen
for the LPV ontrol design are altitude, h, and syntheti
velo ity, Vs . The velo ity and FPA tra king problems
are formulated as a model mat hing problem in the LPV
ontrol synthesis framework. For FPA response, the
ideal transfer fun tion T for normal operation is mod0:352
eled as a se ond order system, 2
,
(s + 2  1  0:35s + 0:352 )
having a ut-o frequen y at 0.35 rad/se and damping
fa tor of 1.0. The time response of the sele ted T has a
settling time of 20 se . The ideal transfer fun tion for velo ity tra king TV during normal operation is also mod0:152
eled as a se ond order system, 2
(s + 2  1  0:15s + 0:152 )
with 0.15 rad/se natural frequen y and riti al damping
and having a settling time of 45 se .
The inter onne tion stru ture for the LPV ontrol design is shown in Figure 2. To redu e the state-order
of the weighted open-loop system and redu e omputation time, sensor model dynami s are ignored for ontrol
design. The input s aling weight, Ws l , normalizes the
referen e inputs to the maximum expe ted ommands.

Ws l is sele ted as diag (3/57.3,10) whi h orresponds to

a 3 deg FPA ommand and 10 m/s velo ity ommand.
The performan e weighting fun tion, Wp , has diagonal
entries only and penalizes the FPA and velo ity error.
Both performan e weights for FPA and velo ity are ho100(s=100 + 1)
sen as
. These orrespond to an allowable
(s=0:005 + 1)
tra king error of less than 1% at low frequen ies for the
FPA and velo ity responses. The performan e requirements roll o with in reasing frequen y and have a rossover frequen y at 0.5 rad/s. Unmodeled dynami s of the
air raft are taken into a ount using the multipli ative
un ertainty weight Wu . Wu is a diagonal matrix with
0:1(s=0:5 + 1)
orresponding to the
diagonal entries as
(s=100 + 1)
elevator and thrust hannels. The weights are used to
a ount for potential modeling error of 10% at low frequen ies. The un ertainty weight rolls up at higher frequen ies to limit the ontroller bandwidth and a ount
for in reasing model error at higher frequen ies and has
a ross-over frequen y at 5 rad/s. Wn is sele ted as a
diagonal matrix whi h a ounts for sensor noise models
in the ontrol design. A onstant noise weight of 0.01
is hosen for the FPA measurement. The noise weights
for the other measurements are hosen to be frequen y0:1 (s=0:5 + 1)
0:05(s=0:5 + 1)
dependent:
for V_ =g ,
for
g (s=100 + 1)
(s=100 + 1)
0:05(s=0:5 + 1)
both  and q , and
for V . These repre(s=100 + 1)
sent noise levels of 0:1=g for V_ =g , 0.05 deg for , 0.05
deg/s for q and 0.05 m/s for V at low frequen ies. The
noise in ea h of these measurements in reases at higher
frequen ies.
For the inter onne tion stru ture in Figure 2, H1 ontrollers are synthesized for several trim-points in the
ight envelope. The spa ing of the grid points was sele ted based upon how well the H1 point designs perform for plants around the design point. A 3  4 set of
grid-points were sele ted for the h  Vs design spa e as
shown in Figure 1.
To solve the LPV synthesis problem, basis fun tions
are hosen for the LMI solutions X () and Y (). Currently, there is no analyti al method to hoose the basis fun tions. In this ase, several power series sets are
tested and nally a se ond order power series f1; 2 g of
the s heduling parameters is hosen based on the lowest
losed-loop L2 norm a hieved. The rate limits of variation of the s heduling parameters are hosen as 25 m/s
for h and 2 m/s2 for Vs . These represent a maximum
deviation of 25 m/s in verti al speed and 0.2g in a eleration. The nal LPV ontroller obtained (KNF ) has
19 states and a hieves a losed-loop indu ed L2 norm of
1.24.
KNF is simulated in the full nonlinear longitudinal model
of the Boeing 747. A set of 3 deg FPA steps and 10 m/s
velo ity steps are issued to the ontroller to y the airraft from grid-point `1' (h = 4000 m, Vs = 160 m/s)
to near grid-point `12' (h = 8500 m, Vs = 280 m/s) as
shown in Figure 1, the two extreme grid-points in the

ight envelope. The dashed lines in Figure 4 show the
state and a tuator responses. It is observed that steady
state tra king of the FPA and velo ity ommands are obtained over the ight envelope. The a tuator responses
are within limits.

3.3 LPV Controller for Full Elevator Fault (KF )
This se tion presents the LPV ontrol design with a full
fault of the elevator. Analyzing the frequen y responses
of the ontrol inputs to the measurements, it is observed
that the low frequen y stabilizer hannel gains are higher
than the elevator hannel gains by a fa tor of 2 for the
entire ight regime. Hen e, for the purpose of ontroller
synthesis, the same inter onne tion stru ture as for the
previous design is used with the elevator dynami s repla ed by the stabilizer dynami s. While performing
simulations, ommands are issued to the stabilizer path
with a gain fa tor of 1/2 at the output of the ontroller.
Sin e the stabilizer dynami s are slower than the elevator dynami s, the desired FPA tra king response is
0:252
, with
slowed. T is hosen as 2
(s + 2  1  0:25s + 0:252 )
the ut-o frequen y hanged from 0.35 to 0.25 rad/se .
This orresponds to a settling time of 30 se for FPA
response. The performan e weight for FPA tra king is
100(s=100 + 1)
hanged to
whi h has a lower ut-o fre(s=0:0035 + 1)
quen y at 0.35 rad/s than that of KNF . All other weighting fun tions and basis fun tions for LPV ontrol design
are kept the same as presented in Se tion 3.2. The synthesized LPV ontroller (KF ) has a state-order of 19,
and a losed-loop indu ed L2 norm of 1.89.
Nonlinear simulations are performed for the same set of
ommands as in Se tion 3.2 with KF . The solid lines in
Figure 4 show the state and a tuator responses for the
losed-loop simulation. De oupled ommand tra king is
obtained for the FPA and velo ity ommand sets over
the ight regime. The FPA response responsiveness is
de reased from a 20 se settling time to 30 se settling
time. The engine and stabilizer ontrol a tions are slower
ompared to KNF resulting in the slower FPA response.

3.4 LPV Controller with Fault-S heduling (KR )
This se tion presents the re on gurable LPV ontrol design whi h s hedules on a fault/no-fault signal obtained
from an FDI lter, in addition to altitude and syntheti
velo ity. The idea is to ombine the two designs presented before, KNF and KF .
Let f represent the FDI signal. It is assumed that for
a fully fun tional elevator, the FDI algorithm generates
f = 0, while for a faulted elevator, it returns f = 1.
In a realisti s enario, the signal from an FDI lter will
be orrupted with noise, so it is assumed that f is the
output of a logi swit h whi h gets triggered when the
lter signal rosses a minimum threshold level.
From the ontrol synthesis point of view, the di eren e
between KNF and KF is in the sele tion of ideal models

for FPA tra king (T ) and orresponding performan e
weighting fun tions (Wp ). All other weighting fun tions
are same. Thus, designing KR requires T and Wp to
be s heduled on f . T (f ) is hosen as ! (f )2 =(s2 + 2 
1  ! (f )s + ! (f )2 ) where ! (f ) is a linear fun tion of f
su h that at f = 0, ! (f ) = 0.35 and at f = 0, ! (f )
= 0.25. Thus, T (0) represents the ideal FPA tra king
model for KNF while T (1) represents the same for KF .
100(s=100 + 1)
Similarly, Wp (f ) is hosen as
su h that
(s=! (f ) + 1)
the fun tion values at f = 0 and 1 represent the FPA
performan e weight for KNF and KF respe tively while
for intermediate values of f , the ut-o frequen y ! (f )
is interpolated linearly. The elevator and stabilizer hannels are augmented with gains (1 f ) and f (Figure 3)
to represent ontrol allo ations. Thus, for f = 0 only
the elevator is used while for f = 1 the stabilizer provides the ontrol. During synthesis, the elevator and stabilizer outputs are added to provide elevator ommand.
This is done be ause an inter onne tion where the elevator and stabilizer ommands are fed dire tly to the plant
leads to ounter-a tion of the ontrol surfa es. During
simulations, the stabilizer ommand is dire tly supplied
to the plant with a gain of 1/2 sin e the open-loop stabilizer and elevator paths di er by a fa tor of 2.
The grid points for f are hosen as [0,0.5,1℄ and max
(_f ) as 1 se 1 . The rate bound on f implies that
the ontroller requires a re on guration time of at least
1 se . The basis fun tions for the LMI solutions (X ()
and Y ()) are sele ted as the se ond order power series
f1; 2 g of the s heduling parameter. The synthesized
ontroller has 19 states and a hieve a losed-loop indu ed
L2 norm of 2.39. Nonlinear simulations for di erent elevator fault s enarios are performed and the results are
dis ussed in the next se tion.

4 Re on guration Simulation
Typi al nonlinear a tuator failures in lude: (1) freezing
or lo k-in-pla e; and (2) oat.5 Freezing orresponds to
the ontrol e e tor lo ked in a parti ular position and
not responding to further ommands. A oat failure
orresponds to the ontrol surfa e oating about its zero
moment position, thus be oming ine e tive.
Nonlinear simulations for the B-747 are performed with
the above failure s enarios of the elevator. In ase of the
both type of failures, it is assumed that an instantaneous
fault dete tion signal is available. Based upon the FDI
signal, the LPV ontroller re on gures itself in 1 se to
use the stabilizer on e the elevator fault o urs. The
trim ight onditions hosen for the fault simulations
are given by an altitude of 7,000 m and velo ity of 241
m/s (grid point `8').

4.1 Lo k-type Failure
A lo k-type of failure is onsidered in the elevator a tuator during a limb maneuver of the air raft. To simulate
the lo k-type failure, a 3 deg FPA step ommand is issued to the ontroller from 5 se to 30 se , and the elevator is lo ked in its position at 10 se . Figure 5 shows the

air raft responses for the elevator-lo k s enario (dashedline) and is ompared with the responses during normal
operations (solid-line). An overshoot of 0.5 deg is observed in the FPA response whi h dies out in 15 se and
there is negligible oupling in velo ity response. Thus,
the stabilizer is able to trim out the onstant disturban e
a ting in the lo ked elevator hannel. It is also observed
from the step ommand at 30 se that the FPA response
is slowed after the o urren e of the fault and the settling time is in reased from 20 se to 30 se as spe i ed
in the ontrol design.

4.2 Float-type Failure
To simulate a oat-type failure in the elevator, the elevator ontrol signal is repla ed with the angle-of-atta k
of the air raft. This essentially simulates an ine e tive
elevator a tuator that is unable to generate moment.
Simulations are performed for a 3 deg FPA step ommand starting from 5 se up to 30 se . The fault o urs
at 10 se . The air raft responses are plotted in Figure
6. An initial transien e of 0.5 deg is observed in the
FPA response and the oupling to velo ity is minimal.
The re on gured ontroller stabilizes the air raft after
the elevator- oat and provides a slower performan e in
terms of the FPA ommand response as ontemplated
during the ontrol design stage.

4.3 Disturban e Reje tion
One of the performan e obje tives of the re on gurable
LPV ontrol design was that the ontroller should also
have good disturban e reje tion hara teristi s, in addition to de oupled ommand tra king properties. The
LPV ontroller is simulated with sensor noise and wind
gusts during a lo k-type elevator failure at an altitude
of 7000 m and trim velo ity of 241 m/s and the air raft
responses are presented here. A light wind gust is hosen
for simulation, whi h orresponds to a statisti al probability of ex eedan e of 10 2 .11 The sensor measurements
are orrupted with white noise with the following maximum levels: 0:1 deg for , 0:05 g for V_ , 0:1 deg for
, 0:05 deg/s for q and 0:5 m/s for V . These orrespond
to a noise-to-signal ratio of 5-10% of the measurements.
The nonlinear simulations are plotted in Figure 7. It is
observed that de oupled ommand tra king of FPA and
velo ity is a hieved both before and after the o urren e
of the elevator failure in the presen e of the sensor noise
and turbulen e. The deviations of the air raft states are
minimal when ompared to those for no disturban e input. The elevator and stabilizer rates are within their
rate saturation limits of 37 deg/s and 0:5 deg/s respe tively (not shown).

5 Con lusion
In this paper LPV ontrol design te hniques are extended
to ontrol re on guration for elevator faults in the B-747
longitudinal axis. Simulations are performed with two
elevator fault s enarios and the results show that stability, desired tra king and good disturban e reje tion are
obtained both before and after ontrol re on guration.
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